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Overview.
The purpose of Community of Practice (CoP) workshops are a way of providing platforms for participants to engage in open discussions with each other with the purpose of learning from and
sharing information with each other centered around their common concern and passion for what
they do. This is the first CoP for the DASH-Tech: ScreenTech and these early sessions are there to
connect participants and to start and build relationships based on trust and identify and execute
ideas together as ecosystem stakeholders. The focus is to meet and start to identify what kind of
interventions might require collaboration and execution together.
The Loudhailer and Silicon Cape are the appointed administrators for the CoP workshops with additional support from the Western Cape Department of Economic Development and Tourism. Workshops are hosted by Kerry Petrie who is a freelance Project Manager and Facilitator who was previously a member of the Board at Silicon Cape.

The three key elements of CoP focus on:
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1. The Domain in which members are brought together by a learning need they share, and here in
the Western Cape that domain is the DASH-tech initiative. This is made up of SafetyTech, 4-IR
Tech, ScreenTech, Fintech, and Township Tech, and the focus of this specific CoP is ScreenTech.
2. The Community involves all stakeholders and is a collective of learning, which becomes a
strength and bond over time formed over a common ground that strengthens each individual
path.
3. The Practice in these interactions involves producing resources that affect the work done and
reinforces community work.
The start of this community is here, with the participants that are taking part in the CoP. The hope
is to identify some of the ways in which all participants here can work together and how we define
ourselves.

Information from the workshop is for internal use only and any information mentioned in the main
meeting room that participants do not want to be identified with and will be captured in the report
with no indication of who said it.
Participants include representatives from The Loudhailer, Wesgro, Digital Economy from Western
Cape Government, Murraysburg Sustainable Development Council, Converse Solutions, Wizard Mobile App, Animation ZA, Genpro, Intelicom, LEAP Development, Full Stack, DEDAT, RenderHeads, Pattern Matched Technologies. The CoP falls under the umbrella project DEDAT & DASH-Tech initiative.

The Community of Practice was proposed by two anthropologists Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger
and consists of a group of people who share a concern or passion for something they do and learn
how to do it better as they interact regularly. The definition is very broad and can be applied to a
group of engineers, civil servants, and even a street gang. It is essentially a peer working group working collaboratively to leverage their shared resources for mutual benefits.
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The 2018 Endeavor Impact report found that the value of vibrant startup networks is critical to the
success of thriving technological ecosystems. The research showed that when a region’s digital and
technological ecosystem is assessed and evaluated, one of the primary indicators that are used is
the strength, network, and connections therein. The purpose of the DASH-Tech project and activities
is to strengthen the tech and digital ecosystem in the Western Cape. To achieve this DASH-Tech has
five initiatives: ScreenTech, 4IR-Tech, SafetyTech, Fintech, and Township Tech.

There is a lot that falls under the banner of ScreenTech from Gaming, eCommerce, Film & Television, IoT, eLearning, Digital Services, AR, VR & MR, Streaming, Animation, eLearning, eLogistics, and
Design to name a few.
As discovered, there is a wide variety of products and services that are broadly defined which can
make it very hard to articulate a singular definition for what our workstream is. We have come up
with the following working definition of what ScreenTech is:
ScreenTech is a broad category that currency refers to anything concerning a screen.
As part of the CoP workshop, participants were split into two breakaway rooms to integrate the
above definition and give a response and whether this definition is helpful.

Breakaway Definition Discussion Points for Consideration:
•

On one hand, the definition is all-encompassing as it merges various aspects from health, to
gaming, etc, but it can also be confusing. What scope do we then limit ourselves to? We need to
establish how much are we prepared to take on as well as how many stakeholders in the CoP
we have to take on the broadness of ScreenTech.

•

We need to look at what is most relevant to us in terms of defining it.

•

Adding the word “Optimization” to the definition.

•

It’s not just about the screen but being smart and interaction.

•

When referring to screen it could also be about learning so breaking that into the definition could
be good.

•

Accessibility of screen and being selective of sectors.

•

Need to include a customer or user engagement.

•

Include human interaction in the definition.

There needs to be a balance of inclusivity of a broad definition so we can see ourselves as part of
that community with enough specificity so that we feel like we are working together on something.
The definition can be broad, but we need to be specific about what words we want to use. We are
not trying to be everything to everyone and not trying to do everything at the same time.
We are trying to be inclusive and accessible but at the same time targeted in what we can do together. This is exactly what a community of practice should be doing. Bringing us together under a
shared need, the need to grow our technology ecosystem as a whole but focus on the learning and
collaboration we can do, and the impact we can have together.
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Think about a key challenge a CoP can help you address and what is an opportunity a CoP can help
you leverage that you cannot do alone:
Challenges:
•

Ideation and development funding are one of the biggest challenges.

•

Limitations in accessing relevant stakeholders, avoiding government, corporates, red tape, and
actually being able to get in touch with someone directly at relevant organizations.

•

Limited access to resources, devices, training, and skills development.

Opportunities:
•

Inclusivity for all communities, and not just a focus on targeting specific communities .

•

Need to create platforms and opportunities for funding.

•

Opportunity to create awareness of products and services.

•

Access to like-minded individuals, knowledge, and data, and create an opportunity to leverage
off of that.

•

Opportunity for support on lobbying and legislation.

•

Opportunity to look into transformation and diversification within the sector.

•

Great opportunity to network with each other and showcase new emerging technologies.

These challenges and opportunities are exactly what CoPs are built for. CoPs are built for strengthening relationships between stakeholders for improved collaboration, creating collectives that can
move as new entities in the world that can be used for collective bargaining, lobbying, engagement,
and legislation, positioning as a cluster and built for that resource sharing and learning so that we
can improve our own work in that way. Increasing awareness, access to funding, is what CoPs are
about in their DNA and it is exciting to include transformation and diversification.

How do we identify a way forward?
The project will run until March 2022 as it was originally conceived as a three-year project, but due to
COVID, it has been reduced to just over a two-year project. In terms of taking it forward, this first CoP
was an opportunity to meet and get a sense of who might be interested in taking on some service,
what kind of issues could be addressed, and if there is an appetite.
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Next Steps.
The programme is going to run an additional three CoPs between now and the end of the financial
year for DEDAT which will be in March 2021 – one in January, February, and the last in March. We
want to start building on and refining the kind of work the CoP can do for participants. It needs to be
beneficial for everyone.
We need to think about regularly participants wanting to meet over this two-year period. Identify any
particular leadership structures participants want to engage with. Establish whether participants
want sub-committees. Establish how best can logistics and operations work within participants'
existing schedules.
In addition to these three CoPs, The Loudhailer and Silicon Cape will be hosting three Roundtable
Sessions.
The roundtables are there to bring experts into the room to see how to support leadership is evolving around challenges. CoPs are about learning and mutual resource leveraging. If there are any
networks or organizations participants know and feel will be vital inputs to either of these engagements, please send an email to engage@siliconcape.com. The Loudhailer and Silicon Cape will be
holding and coordinating the supportive administrative side of the workshop which takes away the
burden from individual participants.
The other important next step to consider is signing up for the project newsletter on the Silicon Cape
website. This way participants can get a sense of when the next CoPs and Roundtables are happening and any updates happening in specific workstreams.

NB: If any information mentioned in the main meeting room that participants do not want to be
identified with and it will be captured in the report with no indication of who said it.
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•

Loudhailer team to do an email to the attendees with a couple of suggestions of communication
channels, Slack, WhatsApp, etc, in order to get a quick sense of how best would like to engage.

•

We will let you know of updates for any follow-up sessions to the workshops and roundtables.

•

For any follow-up questions please feel free to get in contact with The Loudhailer team.

